
    Be Present. 1.
 

Living in the Now is not a new idea. But

during lock-down,  9 am-5 pm, Monday

to Friday, deadlines, appointments are

absent. We only have Now to be in.  Some

of us are finding the gifts in this, and

some of us are struggling to fill these

moments. But it is the Now that we are

faced with. There is no past, there is no

future. Both, yesterday and tomorrow, are

always deliberated on, loved, or fretted

about Now.  When we are able to simply

be, we find the silence and wellbeing of

our constant presence. That is life.  Peace

arises.

8 NEW NORMAL

WAYS OF BEING IN

THE WORLD
IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER

2.    Life Central Is Within.

 

Our lockdown has by and large

kept us indoors, forcing us to be

with ourselves, our companions

and our families. This may be

difficult but has also offered us

deeper relationships. So too our

personal internal environments.

Once we build this relationship

with self, we are more resilient,

capable of finding our stability

regardless of what goes on around

us.  Find your joy on the inside,

and it can never be threatened.

3.     We Are All Connected.  
 

During the irony of social isolation the connection between

us has never been stronger: The connections developed

within families locked down together - Children have been

delighted by the fun and attention from parents; family

and friends that are locked down apart – there is a craving

to reconnect.  Local neighbourhoods and communities, our

brother and sisterhood of humanity. Many of us have shed

our differences and found with ease that we connect.

Together we are One.



5.    Care and Respect For Our

Bodies. 
 

Our bodies need good food, exercise,

play and sleep.  Stress and fear weaken

us. These bodies we live in respond to

how we look after them and it is the

bodies that are getting sick. Our

immunity is needed to protect us. We

have control over the wellbeing of our

immunity. We have this awareness.

4.     Respect for Our Beautiful Planet
 

She has responded with Grace. Almost

immediately, the great blue and green globe,

with all her natural inhabitants, have

breathed relief and come out to play, feed

and mate.  Her healing is immediate, her

abundance visible, her relief tangible. We are

all craving the outdoors; mountains, beaches

and forests to restore our connection to our

Mother: Earth. We can make changes in the

new normal to respect nature with more

verve but also to be with her.

6.     Current Paradigms Are On Their

Heads and Open for Revision.  

 

Many of our Western paradigms have

proven to be flawed illusions.  The

most powerful and wealthy nations on

earth have been brought to their

knees. Ruling, subduing and exercising

dominion over each other, and the

earth, is clearly nothing more than

inflated ego.  What is wealth?  And

what is power?  The new normal will

be to seek the paradoxes- what appears

small is colossal. What appears strong

is weak. We will be finding our metal

in soft and gentle spaces. A time to

reflect and consider more carefully

before assuming and acting.

7.     An Awareness of Suffering. 

 

We suffer. People are dying. People are

hungry. People are unemployed, over

crowded. When we all suffer together we

develop an awareness of the suffering of

all people and how we contribute to its

prevention and alleviation, everywhere.

8.    Love Is Real.

 

This mystical, eternal and unconditional force

has been expressed repeatedly over the last few

months. Love can be seen and appreciated

everywhere and is centre stage to what life just

may be all about. Is it, in fact all we need? 

Which way for transformation will

you choose?
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